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President Don LeBlanc in the chair 
 

 
Presidents’ Report. 
Fellow Probus members; I hope that you are well!  Our Club has been meeting as Executive and Committee Chairs to deal 
with changes that will be required going into our new Probus Year in September.  We will assume that our Provincial 
orders will continue as now in place- so subject to that condition; we intend to begin holding physical gatherings.  
 
FURTHER- we have been advised that the B&G Club will be unavailable to us for the foreseeable future.  We have 
created a management group for reviewing possible sites and for handling Protocols- which have been led by John Doyle, 
Thomas Craig, and Ron Pearce. We will begin gradually Sept 15th for a “dry run” -with Executive and Committee Chairs 
(no speaker)-located at the Canada Best Value Inn on Main St SJ.   This hotel was known as the Fort Howe Hotel. 
 
All may attend- but kindly be aware that if you feel that you have additional health vulnerability or any type of a “cold”- 
Please DO NOT Attend.  
 
We will plan to maintain social distancing and to maintain Provincial Protocols. (i.e.: max attendance is 50) It is felt 
however that notwithstanding all the above - Probus’s “social -seniors value proposition “is substantial and is worthwhile 
maintaining even under limiting conditions.   
 
There will be a fixed Menu offered at lunch (several selections-6)- and at a very reasonable price ($14 gratuity included.  
 

http://www.probus.org/


Tea and coffee will be offered but at an extra cost. Cost is to the PROBUS Club so please put some coins in the container 
provided. It is planned that the coffee will be outside the meeting room. We will have more on that later. 
 
Lunch as always will be optional.   
 
Very warm regards; Don LeBlanc Club President   
 
 
 
 

 
 



Other NEWS on PROBUS, SAINT JOHN 

As you are aware, the local PROBUS flag was flown full time at the Boys & Girls Club. In May, I noticed it was looking 
ragged and asked for it to be lowered. In late June it was still up so I dropped in and had it removed. The right hand of 
the flag was in bad shape with parts missing. No doubt this was caused by the winter weather storms. I believe the flag 
can be fixed and I will seek out the local shop to see what they can do.  

Good news. The flag is being fixed as you read this edition. Cost is only about $13.00. Here are a couple photos on its 
condition. 

 

 

 

      

                       Damage on the left & right sides, probably due to the winter storms over the past year. 

 

This is what the flag will look like once it is repaired. Flag will be used indoor at out meetings. 

 

 

 

BILL COVERT NEWS 

As it was reported previously, Bill was somewhat stranded in Australia when this pandemic struck and almost all air 
travel was suspended. Bill now informs me he hopes to travel, by way Hong Kong, to Vancouver, and then on to Toronto 
and then Saint John to make it home soon. 



 

PROBUS member is moving to his original homeland, USA. 

Our PROBUS club is losing another newer member. Larry Krogsdale, former CEO of Connors Brothers, in Blacks 
Harbour. Larry was here for a short time and his contract has expired. So, with that in mind, he will be moving to Texas 
once his home sells in Rothesay. Bill related he like what he sees in our club. He was one of the best. 

 

Don Connolly 

It is with great sadness to report Anne Connolly passed away this week who is the wife of PROBUS member Don 
Connolly. Our thoughts & condolences go out to Don for his loss on behalf of the PROBUS club. 

 

 

 

                  This was published in The Globe & Mail NEWSPAPER ON June 06, 2020 

 

 

 



                       

                                     Would you do this?                                                                  So true! 

 

 

                  

       Now this is a bargain, don’t you think?                                                              OH!!!! 

 

 

 

 



 

Life like that 
Every ten years, the monks in the monastery can break their vow of silence to speak two words. 

Ten years go by, and its one monk’s first chance. He thinks long and hard before telling the head monk, “Food bad”.  

Ten years later it is his turn to speak again. This time he says, “Bed hard”.  A decade later, it is the big day again. The 
man gives the head monk a long stare and says, “I quit”. 

“Well, I am not surprised”, the head monk stated, “you been complaining ever since you got here” 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Today I finished a 700-page book on my medical exam. It was the wrong book! 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

OVERHEARD ON THE JOB: 

Boss to Line Worker: 
I need you to do such and such.  
Line worker: You did not say the “P” word.    
Boss: paycheck!  
 

 

Today I went to McDonalds drive through in just a shirt and underwear thinking I would not be seeing anyone.  
Then, I got into an accident. 
 

 

My sister tried on my brother’s new eyeglasses and asked how she looked. “very astute”, I replied 
Annoyed, she shot back,  
“I think I look intelligent” 
 

A customer said she was looking for a book. She could not remember the title, author, or plot,  
But she said, “the cover was RED” 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A restaurant posts a sign that says “We’ll give you $500.00 if we fail to fill your order. A cocky customer decides to put 
the policy to a test by ordering elephant ears on Rye bread. The waitress takes the order to the kitchen. Seconds later, the 
owner storms out of the kitchen, goes to the customer’s table and slams down the $500.00. “You got me” he tells the 
customer. But I want you to know this is the first time we ran out of “Rye bread”. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Age of Reason 

I keep getting asked, ‘What’s the secret of your longevity”? 
I say, “I’ve haven’t died yet.”                          

BILLY JOEL 

 

 

 

 



 

These glorious insults are from an era before the English language got boiled down to 4-letter words.  
 

"He has all the virtues I dislike and none of the vices I admire."  
- Winston Churchill  
 

"Thank you for sending me a copy of your book; I'll waste no time reading it."  
-Moses Hadas  
   
"I didn't attend the funeral, but I sent a nice letter saying I approved of it."  
-Mark Twain  
 

"I am enclosing two tickets to the first night of my new play; bring a friend, if you have one."  
-George Bernard Shaw to Winston Churchill  
 
"Cannot possibly attend first night, will attend second... if there is one."    
-Winston Churchill, in response  
 
 
"His mother should have thrown him away and kept the stork."  
-Mae West  
 

"I've had a perfectly wonderful evening. But I'm afraid this wasn't it."  
-Groucho Marx  
 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

   

The intent is to keep the lines of communications open amongst PROBUS MEMBERS. If you have any information 
about other PROBUS members, such as birthdays, hospital stays, etc. and would like to share that with other members, by 
all means drop me an email and I will be only to happy to put that news in the next edition of The Phoghorn Newsletter.  

 

 

 

 

 

Tom Craig 
The Phoghorn Newsletter. 
July 09, 2020 

 

 


